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1. INTRODUCTION 
The study of anisotropic wave propagation in solid and fluid media has 
received considerable attention in recent years. An excellent review of the 
methods used to study wave propagation was made by Nariboli [6]. 
Thomas [ 121 has developed the theory of singular surfaces to study the growth 
of d&continuities in continuum mechanics. The method is powerful enough 
to deal with both nonlinear and linear problems and permits the study of wave 
strength, defined suitably in terms of discontinuity, as the strength varies 
across the wave front. The equation governing wave strength along a normal 
trajectory is a partial d$krential equation which can be integrated only when 
the propagation is isotropic. Nariboli [7] h as used the combination of singular 
surface theory and ray theory to study wave propagation in anisotropic linear 
elasticity. He has obtained a first-order ordinary d$ferential equation, which 
describes variation of the discontinuity strength along the rays, and integrated 
it completely. Several applications of this method have been made to study 
anisotropic wave propagation in magnetogasdynamics, shallow water theory, 
and elasticity by Nariboli and Rangarao [9], Nariboli and Juneja [8], Nariboli, 
Singh and Rangarao [lo], Rangarao [l l] and Juneja [4]. 
Kato, Tajiri and Taniuti [5] have studied wave propagation in the Chew, 
Goldberger, Low [2] system of equations which governs the motion of 
collisionless plasma with a large Lorentz force. They have studied the linear 
case by the method of characteristics. They have shown that three modes of 
propagation exist (Alfven, fast, and slow), and the slow wave speed is not 
necessarily less than the Alfven wave speed. Further, they have discussed the 
conditions under which the C.G.L. system is totally hyperbolic. However, 
they have not discussed the growth characteristics of the waves. 
* This work was carried out when the author was in the Dept. of Mathematics, 
Indian Institute of Technology, Madras, India. 
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This paper will describe a study of the growth characteristics of weak 
discontinuities propagating into a uniform, collisionless plasma which is at 
rest, on the basis of the full nonlinear equations using ray theory and singular 
surface theory. In Section 2, some of the basic formulae needed in the work 
are presented. In Sections 3 and 4, the basic equations and speeds and eigen- 
vectors of propagation are given. Since the medium ahead of the propagating 
wave is assumed to be one of constant state the normal speed of propagation 
is a function of the wave normal only; consequently the wave propagation is 
anisotropic and homogeneous (see Sec. 2). The growth equation, governing 
the strength of the discontinuity, is obtained and integrated completely in 
both the linear and nonlinear cases in Section 5. 
2. SINGULAR SURFACE THEORY AND RAY THEORY 
A surface Z(t) traversing a medium is defined as a singular surface if 
some of the field variables or their derivatives are discontinuous across it. 
This surface can be described by either of the equations 
where xi (i = 1, 2, 3) is an orthogonal Cartesian coordinate system; y” 
(a = 1,2) is a curvilinear coordinate system defined on the surface; and t 
denotes time. Latin indices always assume the values 1, 2, 3 and Greek 
indices assume only the values 1,2, with the usual summation convention. Let 
gmB and b,, respectively be the covariant components of the first and second 
fundamental tensors of the surface Z(t); the contravariant components are 
denoted by g”s and baa. 
Let ni be the components of a unit outward normal vector to the surface 
Z(t) and G be the speed normal to itself. Consider the surface Z(t + At); 
that is, the position of Z(t) at (t + At). Let P(x, , t) andQ(xi + Axi , t + At) 
be points on Z(t) and 2(t + At) respectively. Let P and Q lie on a normal 
trajectory, to the surface Z(t), at P, so that Axi = AtGni . Then for any 
functionF(xi , t), we have 
(2.2) 
where S/St denotes differentiation following the normal. A comma followed 
by a Latin index denotes partial differentiation with respect to xi and if 
followed by a Greek index, denotes covariant derivative with respect to y”. 
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Now, let P and Q lie on some other curve, called ray, the velocity along which 
is Vi . Then take Axi = V{At, and obtain 
dF 3F -- 
z- at -‘r F,iVi , 
where djdt denotes differentiation following rays. 
Sincef(x, , t) = 0 remains a wave front for all time, its delta time variation 
must vanish. Therefore, 
z + f,iGni = 0. 
Assume that i3f /at # 0 everywhere, which is true for a propagating surface 
2(t), so that f (xi , t) = 0 can be solved as 
f = Hqx,) - t = 0. (2.5) 
Let p, denote the gradient off or of W, so that 
pi = f,( = W,( = pn,; PiPi = P2. (2.6) 
Using (2.5) and (2.6) in (2.4) gives 
HzzGp-110. (2.7) 
G, the speed of propagation in the direction of the normal, is in general, a 
function of Xi and ni . Equation (2.7) is a first-order partial differential equa- 
tion for the wave front. Such an equation is solved by Charpit’s method, 
often known as the method of rays [3] as 
(2.9) 
Equations (2.8) and (2.9), which are the equations of the bicharacteristics, 
constitute a system of first-order ordinary differential equations for (xi , p,), 
regarded as independent variables. The curves described by (2.8) are the 
rays, and the ray velocity Vi, by direct calculation from (2.7) and (2.8) 
(using (2.6)), is given by 
dxi 8G 
Vi = -gy = Gni + (&ii - n,nj) anj . (2.10) 
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The wave propagation is said to be anisotropic and nonhomogeneous if G is 
a function of both xi and ni; if G is a function of xi only, then it is non- 
homogeneous and isotropic; if G is a function of n, only, then the propagation 
is said to be anisotropic and homogeneous. In the latter case, since G is 
independent of xi , i.e. aG/axi = 0, the following important result follows 
from (2.6), (2.7) and (2.9) as dp,/dt is zero 
that is, the normal remains unchanged as one moves along rays in anisotropic, 
homogeneous wave propagation in view of our assumptions. 
The basic result in the unification of singular surface theory and ray theory 
follows from (2.2) and (2.3) as 
dF 
- z + VaF,, , 
z- St 
(2.12) 
where 
V~=g~fvfl, VB = ViXi.0 = Xi.0 g * 
z 
Finally, note the following results: 
(2.13) 
xi,olB = baf3ni 9 (2.14) 
nisa = - 6asxi,B 7 (2.15) 
ani 
St 
- - gU’G,,Xi,B a (2.16) 
Equations (2.14) and (2.15) are Gauss and Weingarten formulae, respectively, 
whereas (2.16) has been derived by Thomas [12]. From (2.11), (2.12), (2.13), 
(2.15) and (2.16) it follows that 
G,, = - VBb,o = - VbrBxi,B g.
3 
(2.17) 
3. THE BASIC EQUATIONS 
The equations governing the motion of a rarefied plasma in a magnetic 
field in which collisions play a negligible role, are [5] 
g + p,if% + qip = 0, (3-l) 
p ( + + wt,,q) =& &A,, - B,$lc,t) - Pik,K * (3.2) 
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--A = B,vi,k - v,B,,~ - Bivk,k 3 
at (3.3) 
i ++vi+-)(J$q=o, 
i $+vi$)(4,=0> I 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
Bi,i = 0% (3.6) 
where p is the density, vi the velocity, Bi the magnetic field, b the magnitude 
of Bi , and Pik is the pressure tensor 
Pik = P,,eiek + PJL - +%), (3.7) 
p,, and p, being the pressures along and perpendicuIar to the magnetic field 
& , and ei is a unit vector in the direction of Bi . 
Consider a first-order propagating singular surface E(t). This means all the 
quantities p, vi , B, , p,, , and p, are continuous across 2(t) while their first 
and higher order derivatives are discontinuous. Therefore, using a square 
bracket to denote jumps, 
[PI = CP,,~ = CPJ = [vi1 = t&l = 0. 
Assume that the medium in front of the surface X(t) is uniform and at rest, 
that is, vi = 0, P, p,, , p, , and Bi are all constants. Then choose the unit 
vector, es, in the direction of the magnetic field to have the components 
(0, 0, 1). 
4. SPEEDS AND EIGENVECTORS OF PROPAGATION 
Denote the jumps in the normal derivatives of p, p,, , p, , vi , and B, by 
b,il % = t, [PII PiI ni = 5, IPL,il ni = w, 
Lvi,j] nj = hi 7 [Bi,d nf = Ti * 
(4.1) 
Taking jumps in (3.1)-(3.6) an d using (4.1) and the compatibility conditions 
[12] gives 
‘3 = pL, , (4.2) 
- PGA~ = & (Anti - B~~TPJ - k BndP It - Pd + 4 BJhBn(P n - PA> 
- ; B<B,,c - w (ni - & B,B,) , (4.3) 
- Gqi = B,h, - B,h, , (4.4) 
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b2(- G5 + PII&) + 2p,,BnB$j = 0, (4.5) 
b2( - Gw + 2plh,) - plB,B,h, = 0, (4.6) 
%a = 0, (4.7) 
where the subscript n indicates the inner product of the quantity with the 
unit normal vector n,; n is reserved for this purpose, so a repetition of this 
index does not imply summation. The assumption that the medium in front 
of Z(t) is at rest has been used in writing (4.2)-(4.7); Bi , p, p,, , p, from now 
on describe the constant state ahead, unless otherwise stated. 
Equations (4.2)-(4.6) give 
where 
G%, = ai& , (4.8) 
aij = & {en2Sij - e,(e$Zj + ejni) + npj} 
- 4 en2(Sij - 4e$j) + ‘f {2nitzi - en(n,ej + ejni) + en2(Sij - egj)}. 
(4.9) 
Equations (4.8) form a homogeneous system for hi . Vanishing of its deter- 
minant leads to the following equation for speeds of propagation 
1 G’Sij - aij 1 = 0. (4.10) 
We now seek to determine the various modes of propagation. Equation 
(4.8) states that hi is an eigenvector of the symmetric matrix 11 aik 11 with 
eigenvalues G2. So, if Li is a normalized eigenvector of 11 uik 11, it must have 
the same eigenvalues G2 and must be parallel to hi . Therefore, we have 
hi = FL,, (4.11) 
Since hi is a discontinuity vector and Li is a unit vector, we call !P the “strength 
of the discontinuity”. Considering (4.10) as a cubic in the square of the speed 
G, we get three modes of propagation corresponding to the three roots of 
(4.10). 
Consider a cylindrical coordinate system (z/xl2 + xz2, 0, xs). Let the 
unit normal vector ni make an angle 0 with the x,-axis. Let the surface Z(t) 
be a surface of revolution. Then identify the curvilinear coordinates on the 
surface with 0 and @. Let ti be a unit vector tangent to the e-curve. Let si be 
another unit vector such that (ni , ti , si) form a right-handed system. The 
vector si is orthogonal to both n, and ti and is tangential to the Q-curve. The 
0 and @ curves are now lines of curvature of the surface. Let Kl and K, be 
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the principal curvatures corresponding to the two curves respectively. Thus, 
for the surface Z(t,), we have 
xi = {g(e) ~0s 0, g(e) sin @,f(Q, 
j= -gtane, 
ni = (sin 0 cos CD, sin 0 sin @, cos Q 
ti = (cos 0 cos @, cos 0 sin @, - sin e), 
si = (- sin @, cos @, 0), 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
where a dot in (4.13) denotes differentiation with respect to 6’ and the condi- 
tion (4.13) assures that the normal ni makes an angle t9 with the x,-axis. 
Note that si is an eigenvector of (4.8). Multiplying (4.8) by si , summing on i 
and equating the coefficients of &, we get 
where the letter A indicates that the quantities correspond to the Alfven mode. 
Now, since the other two modes will be orthogonal to si , take any vector Ji 
(cos @, sin CD, N) orthogonal to si . Multiplying (4.8) by Ji , summing over i, 
and then equating the coefficients of Xi , gives two equations for G2 and N, as 
G2 - 1 (x + P,(2 sin2 e + ~09 0) - p,, COST B) 
P 47r 
= Nk sin e cos 8, 
P 
(4.16) 
( 
G2 - $f!! COST 8) N = v sin 0 cos 0. (4.17) 
From (4.16) and (4.17) we obtain the other two modes, their speeds, and the 
corresponding eigenvectors, which are 
2G 2 = !!fh co9 e + M + VT, f Lif = (R cos @, R sin CD, S), (4.18) 
P 
6~ 2Gs2 = 1 COG 8 + M - t/r, Lis = (S cos CD, S sin @, - R), (4.19) 
P 
M = -& + *$ (2 sir? 0 + COST e) - $J cos2 8, 
2Pl Q = - sin 0 cos 0, I = M2 + s”, 
P 
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In (4.18) and (4.19)f an d s indicate that the quantities correspond to the fast 
and slow modes respectively. Thus, we have the three modes (Alfven, fast, 
and slow) given by (4.15), (4.18), and (4.19) analogous to the respective ones 
in the ordinary magnetogasdynamics. 
From (4.15), (4.18), and (4.19) we find that G is a function of 0 only. It is 
obvious from (4.18) that the fast wave exists and propagates in all directions. 
The conditions for existence of real speeds in Alfven and slow modes are 
discussed by several authors (cf. [5]). Note the conditions for real speeds, 
which follow from (4.15) and (4.19), as 
Pm<P, <PM, (4.20) 
where 
p, = P12 
6~1 -I- g ’ 
PM=-&+ 
The inequalities in (4.20) are the conditions under which the C.G.L. system 
is totally hyperbolic (cf. [5]). 
5. THE GROWTH EQUATION 
In this section, the equation governing the strength of the discontinuity, ?P, 
along the rays is derived. First note that since the speeds of propagation of all 
the modes are functions of 6 only, the ray derivative of ni vanishes for all 
modes. That is, the normal vector ni remains fixed for differentiation following 
rays. Consequently, the ray derivatives of 0 and @ also vanish. 
The ray velocity for each mode is obtained after using (2.10), (2.17), (4.12), 
(4.13), and (4.14) as 
Vi = GTZ~ + et, e (5-l) 
The ray derivative of any function F is obtained from (2.12) as 
(5.2) 
Denote jumps in the second-order normal derivatives of the field variables 
by 
kwl vi = I, rpp, al vi = 59 bLi31 w&i = 6, 
[vi)p.jk] njnk = Xi , [Bi.911 V?k = ;ii P 
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Applying the second-order compatibility conditions [i2] to the equations 
obtained by differentiating (3.1) through (3.5) with respect to x, and multi- 
plying by n, gives 
p(G%ik - q,) A, = YjTij - ; BiBnX - & (ni - 9) F - G&, 
(5.3) 
where 
Tij = & (B,S,, - n,Bj) + 4 (8” - y) (~1 - p,,), 
+ & 7k7kni f $ Bj7j I 
- pG& - & (B,7* - B,7& + mi\ 
2 
+ - B,745 - co) -gaB%Xk,~ 
b2 (a,, - & &Bk) . 
Now, it is important to note that the coefficients of the barred quantities 
in (5.3) are the same as those of the corresponding quantities without bar in 
(4.8). Since Xi is an eigenvector of the symmetric matrix I/ uik /j , and if we 
multiply (5.3) by h, and sum over i, then the left hand member drops out. 
Hence, we get the growth equation 
YjTijXi - ; B&B,,(X -F) - -& h,F - GZ,h, = 0. (5.4) 
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This equation can be further simplified to 
;$+K,(G+@+K, csc B(G sin 0 + G cos 0) - $ Y = 0, (5.5) 
where 
D = $ k,G2 + $’ en2{L, + 4(e,LJ2 (2eneiLi -L,) - 4eiLien) 
+ ‘f e,%L,{l - (eiLi)2}/ , 
and G represents the second derivative of G with respect to 0. Equation (5.5) 
is an ordinary first-order differential equation for the variation of the strength 
of the discontinuity along the rays. 
In order to integrate (5.5), we require the values of K1 and K, for the 
surface Z(t). The equations of Z(t) can be obtained by integrating the 
equation, 
v. = dxi z dt (5.6) 
subject to the initial condition that xi = xi0 at t = to = 0. Since Vi is a func- 
tion of 0 and @ (see (5.1)), it can be treated as a constant in (5.6) which gives 
xi = xi0 + V$. (5.7) 
A similar result was first obtained by Bazer and Fleishman [1] in the linear 
problem of Magnetogasdynamics. Note that the equations for wave fronts 
evolving from a point source, obtained by Kato et al. [5], are particular forms 
of (5.7). 
The expressions for the curvatures K1 , K, for the surface (5.7) are given by 
Kl = 
1 
K2 = 
1 
gsecO+(G+G)t’ g csc e + (G + c; cot e) t . (54 
Note further that the curvatures of the reciprocal wave speed locus (obtained 
by revolving the curve l/G(0) versus 0 about the x,-axis) are given by 
K,‘=(G+G)$ K,r.=(GcotB+G);, (5.9) 
where the superscript I denotes reference to the reciprocal wave speed locus 
and V2 = ViVi . 
We now proceed to study Eq. (5.5). First consider the linear case. The 
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growth equation in this case is obtained by setting D = 0 in (5.5). Substituting 
for K1 and K:, from (5.8) in the resulting equation gives 
(5.10) 
where 
R, == g set 0 $- g K,?, 
V 
R, = g CSC e -k - K,‘t. 
G 
Integrating (5.10) gives 
YzRIR, = constant, (5.11) 
along the rays. Let P be a point on the reciprocal wave speed locus and let P* 
be the corresponding point on the wave front E(t). If none of the curvatures 
K,’ and KzT vanishes at P; then it follows from (5.11) that !P varies asymp- 
totically as t-l at P*. If one of the curvatures KIT and Kzr vanishes at P, then 
the propagation is cylindrical and Y varies asymptotically as Hz. If both the 
curvatures vanish at P, then the propagation is planar and the strength 
remains constant. In the Alfven mode, the strength remains always constant 
in view of (5.12). 
For the full nonlinear problem however, we cannot let t approach infinity. 
In the Alfven mode, from (4.14) and (4.15), we get 
LiA?ai = 0, GA + Cl& = 0, GA cot e + GA =J 0. (5.12) 
So, for this mode, D, Kir, and K,’ vanish identicaly. Hence, from (5.5) we 
can conclude that the strength remains constant. In the case of fast and slow 
modes, substituting the values of Kl and K, from (5.8) in (5.5), the growth 
equation can be written 
(5.13) 
where 
2 set R 
“=m 
z(,l zz __ g 
G cos 6 + G sin 0 * 
Integration of (5.13) subject to the initial condition !P = ?PO at t = 0, 
yields the solution 
1 1 
(5.14) 
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Equation (5.14) gives the strength of the discontinuity, Y, as the wave 
propagates (fast wave if G given by (4.18) is used; slow wave if G given by 
(4.19) is used). In (5.14), D may be positive or negative. Therefore, at all 
points for which D is positive and when Us is also positive (i.e., if the wave is 
compressive) the solution (5.14) breaks down. In other words, a shock forms, 
and the time at which this takes place is given by 
t = * [(m - 1) (V + w) + 2(??2 + 1) l/i] 
where 
( 2G m = exp ~. Yc,D d I VW I 1 
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